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Introduction 

The meaning of a working hour is clearly defined for many positions 

such as medical doctor, bank accountant or shop assistant. However, 

in certain types of today’s occupations involving work on PC (e.g.,    

researcher, software specialist), it is less clear how to count working 

hours. Not every minute spent in front of PC is necessarily used on 

work and simultaneously one has often the possibility to work also 

outside office hours. When software developers are asked to estimate 

how many working hours they would use for programming tasks, they 

tend to underestimate the time needed. In the current study, we      

investigated whether software specialists’ personal definitions of a 

working hour affect their estimate of the amount of hours needed for 

accomplishing a specific programming task and perceived probability 

of underestimation of the actual cost. 

Experiment 

 How do software specialists estimate workload? 

 How do software specialists define a working hour?  

 Do software specialists’ private definitions of a working hour affect 

the amount of time they estimate for accomplishing a specific task? 

Sample and method 

Participants were 34 employees of an IT-company. In a questionnaire 

they were first asked to provide an estimate of a programming task. 

Results  

 Participants endorsed different definitions of a working hour, but 

none of the participants was uncertain about how s/he is defining it.  

 Participants who defined a working hour as an hour at workplace 

had the highest estimates of working hours needed for the task.  

Participants whose definition of a working hour involved small       

interruptions provided lower time estimates of the same task.     

Participants who defined working hour as efficient time spent on 

the task without any interruptions had the lowest time estimates. 

 Participants expected about 30% probability of overrun. Participants 

with the narrowest definition of a working hour expected the lowest 

probability of overrun (20%). 

 

 

 

Discussion 

When asked about working hours needed for a specific programming 

task, developers’ time estimates depend not only on their skills, but 

also on their private definition of a working hour. IT-specialists may 

not be aware of varying definitions of working hour and consequently 

varying intensity of work they can be paid for. The possible difference 

between definitions of a working hour before and after performing 

the assigned task can help explain underestimation of software costs. 

For further information 

Supplemental handouts are available. For further information please 

contact petrafilkukova@simula.no  
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Figure 1: What do you mean by estimated 
workload?

Note: 73.5% of participants chose more than one option 
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Figure 3: Estimation of working hours needed 
for a specific task in software specialists with 

different definitions of a working hour
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Figure 2: What do you mean by a working hour?


